
CRT Parenting Seminar 
• History of Critical Race Theory (YouTube video by Christopher F. Rufo)


Class conflict - Bourgeoisie VS. Proletariat      Solution - reformation

In practice, Marxism was a failure

Instead, transcend origins through education, hard work, and community support

Later, Marxism was “updated” with the new entry point of social and racial unrest

They abandoned the economic dialectic and replaced it with a racial dialectic 

Civil Rights Act overshadowed any idea of this “updated” version

The rise of critical legal studies helped to explore any remaining legal inequities

In the 1980s various scholars built on some of the work of cultural Marxism combined 
with critical legal studies, post modernism, and feminist theory - enter CRT


• Critical Race Theory Euphemisms:

Equity

Social Justice

Diversity and Inclusion

Culturally Responsive Teaching


• Equality VS. Equity 

equality under the law is now considered to camouflage white supremacy, patriarchy,  
and racial oppression

CRT theorists replace the system of equality with the system of equity


-Equality seeks to protect individual rights regardless of race

-Equity seeks to divide the world into competing racial groups and 
ensure race-based equality of outcomes endorsing racial discrimination 
to get there


***Kendi is not considered a critical race theorist, his focus is on anti-racism


• CRT as Public Policy 
Universities - curricula, diversity training

Gov’t agencies - public policy, diversity training

Public Schools - curricula

Teacher Training - diversity training

HR Departments - corporate compliance, diversity training 


• CRT in the public schools and classrooms 

what are social identities?

-parts of your identity that have been created by society for a very long 
time (ex:  being male or female and being heterosexual as “the norm”)

-the you that relates to other people in society (as opposed to you being 
you)

-groups or categories we get lumped into, sometimes not our choice (ex: 
being lumped into a male category if born a biological male but identify 
as female)


What is dominant culture?

-the culture that is considered the “normal”

-created by those who belong to the “normal” and hold power and stay 
in power




Dominant Culture in America


-white

-middle class

-gender assigned at birth (called cisgender)

-educated

-able bodied

-Christian

-English speaker


What CRT looks like in the schools and the classrooms: 

• 3rd graders were asked to deconstruct their racial and sexual identities and rank themselves 
according to their power and privilege.  Power and privilege are defined as fitting into the 
dominant culture.  Therefore, you have benefits (privilege) and can, and should, help to make 
changes (power).


• 5th graders asked to celebrate black communism and simulate a black power rally to free 
Angela Davis from prison where she was once held on murder charges.


• middle school teachers were asked to locate themselves on an oppression matrix (see 
attached matrix)  White, straight, Christian, English speaking males were identified as 
members of the oppressor class and thus needed to atone for covert white supremacy  


• a district in Seattle Public Schools held an equity training for their teachers.  They were 
taught to “bankrupt their privilege” and were also educated on how some of their covert 
actions in the classroom were considered “spirit murder” of students of color or those with 
disadvantaged intersectional identities.  


• The purpose of these training is for white teachers to acknowledge their “thieved inheritance” 
and white privilege so they can be honest with who they really are and “do the work” to 
better support their students of oppression in the classroom.


• 1st graders taught that just because someone looks like a boy, doesn’t mean they are a boy - 
only they can know who they truly are.  Gender is something they choose for themselves.


Intersectionality  (oppression matrix) 

Definition:  The overlapping systems of advantages and disadvantages that affect people 
differently positioned in society.  


• The more disadvantaged you are, the more oppressed you are

• The more advantaged you are, the more of an oppressor you are




Things We Can Do 

• Find out what’s being taught in your kids’ schools

• Look at curricula  (ASK for this and look for the “soft” words)

• Ask administrators if they endorse The 1619 Project

• If “equity, diversity, and inclusion” training is happening, demand to see the resources used 

for teaching these trainings

• Click through your school’s website - with a fine tooth comb - look for the “equity” section

• Get to know your kids’ teachers and principals 

• Attend school board meetings or PTA meetings

• Look for allies among reasonable, like-minded parents

• Have the courage to speak up and out

• TALK TO YOUR KIDS!!  Ask questions.  When you hear something you don’t like, DON’T 

PANIC!  Have thoughtful discussions and respond with love, logic, and reason, and biblical 
truth.  Remember - their friends likely agree or believe this new way of thinking so to speak 
with a negative and condescending tone can potentially create the opposite reaction you are 
wanting.  


• Last, but certainly not least, PRAY!!!  Pray for wisdom, pray for discernment for you and for 
your kids, pray for courage for you and for your kids, pray for the Kingdom to continue to be 
advanced here in the U.S., pray for strength and perseverance through these changes in our 
culture and country, pray that your children continue on the path of Biblical Truth to be a 
voice in their generation.


**Governor Ducey recently signed a bill to ban the teaching of CRT in AZ schools!!!  This is 
great news but remember, it doesn’t mean that the teaching under the euphemisms still won’t 
be happening.  


Resources: 

Center For Biblical Unity   https://www.centerforbiblicalunity.com/

“All the Things” Podcast


Books in our church library for check out: 

• Why Social Justice is Nor Biblical Justice  Scott D Allen


• Fault Lines   Voddie T Baucham


• Another Gospel  Alisa Childers


• We Will Not Be Silenced  Erwin W. Lutzer


• Stand Firm  John MacArthur


• Ashamed of the Gospel   John MacArthur


• Religious Liberty in Crisis  Ken Starr


• Christianity and Wokeness   Owen Strachan


• The Gospel According to Satan:  Eight Lies about God that Sound like Truth    Jared C Wilson


https://www.centerforbiblicalunity.com/

